Conn Library Celebrates the Centennial!

Currently the Great Plains room at Conn Library has a display of archival materials celebrating the last one hundred years of Wayne State College. Created by Marcus Schlichter, the display highlights illustrates key moments and personal reflections that make WSC special. Come view signed postcards, newspaper clippings, scrapbooks, photographs, and other special mementos from WSC’s past!

The display will be up through the end of October.

Make Your Handouts Printer-Friendly!

Many students use the library computers to print out course notes and assignments in PowerPoint or Word. Often, they find it difficult to print a document as provided by their instructors.

Make your G: drive and Sakai files printer-friendly:

- Save files in the current version of PowerPoint or Word (2007)
- Avoid lengthy filenames (25 characters+)
- Don’t put spaces in the file name.
October: National Stamp Collecting Month

**Stamps**
Jennifer Abeyta
WSC ITC Juvenile j 769.56 Ab39

“Explains how to begin a stamp collection, including information on the history and value of stamps.”

**United States Stamps & Stories**
Elena Marzulla
WSC Stacks 769.564 Sco84u

“Describes briefly events in United States history and the stamps that commemorate them.”

The Postal Service Guide to U.S. Stamps
United States Postal Service
WSC Stacks 769.56 P845

“Covers over 4,000 stamps issued up to the present, and provides colour illustrations of every stamp and detailed listings that include Scott catalogue numbers, used and unused prices, dates of issues, and quantities issued when known.”

Smithsonian Kids Collecting
Smithsonian Office of Education
Online Gov Document

“Web site designed especially for children. The site is geared to help users learn from Smithsonian experts about starting and caring for collections. Explore treasures that the Smithsonian has collected—from the Hope Diamond to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s stamp sketches and watch online videos of other kids sharing their passions for collecting.”

---

**New Books & DVDs at Conn**

**Social Sciences**
Cheap: The High Cost of Discount Culture

The Education Week Guide to K-12 Terminology

Fordlandia: The Rise and Fall of Henry Ford’s Forgotten Jungle City

Immigration in the United States

Methland: The Death and Life of an American Small Town

Shop Class as Soulcraft: An Inquiry into the Value of Work

**Natural Science**

The Age of Wonder: How the Romantic Generation Discovered the Beauty and Terror of Science

**Tech & App Science**

Babysitter: An American History

Quirky, Yes — Hopeless, No: Practical Tips to Help Your Child with Asperger’s Syndrome be More Socially Accepted

**The Radio: The Life Story of a Technology**

The Telephone: A Life Story of a Technology

Art & Recreation

An Argentine Passion: Maria Luisa Bemberg and her Films

West of Last Chance

**Literature**

The Hours

Masterpieces of Jewish American Literature

Masterpieces of Non-Western World Literature

Obscene in the Extreme: The Burning and Banning of John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath

**History**

Encyclopedia of American History

The Wilderness Warrior: Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America, 1858-1919

**DVDs**

Alien

Wuronos the Selling of a Serial Killer, the 1992 Interviews

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button

The Day the Universe Changed

Iraq for Sale: The War Profiteers

Les Miserables

Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist

Revolutionary Road

The Shipping News

Vicky Christina Barcelona

Waltz with Bashir

The Wrestler

Ziegfeld Follies

For a larger listing, click on New Arrivals on the library homepage, or visit the New Books Shelf in the library.
EndNote Web is a web-based service designed to help students and researchers through the process of writing a research paper.

**EndNote Web enables you to...**
- Quickly and easily collect reference information from a wide variety of online data sources via direct export, online search, or importing text files.
- Store up to 10,000 references in your own password-protected library, accessible anywhere that you have internet access.
- Share references with other EndNote Web users to simplify collaboration.
- Easily transfer references to or from EndNote on the desktop.
- Cite While You Write in Microsoft Word to insert references and format papers instantly.

**HOW TO GET STARTED**

1. **Register for Access**
     A link is also available from the database page.
   - Click the “Sign Up” link to register.
     Passwords must be 8 or more characters with at least one numeral, one alpha character and one symbol.
     Example: 1sun%moon

2. **Install Toolbars**
   - Click the “Download Installers” link at the bottom of the page.
   - From here you can download installers for the Cite While You Write plug-in for Microsoft Word as well as EndNote Web toolbars for Internet Explorer or Firefox.

**COLLECT**

You can directly export citations from EBSCOhost databases and BIOSIS. Other databases like Wilson Web can be imported. An option for manual entry is also available. For directions on collecting references from WSC resources, select the question mark link next to the Endnote link on the database page or access it directly at [http://academic.wsc.edu/conn_library/help/tutorials/gudelist/endnote.pdf](http://academic.wsc.edu/conn_library/help/tutorials/gudelist/endnote.pdf). Reference librarians can also assist you as needed.

**ORGANIZE**

**MY REFERENCES**

Once you have collected citations in Endnote Web, check out the My References tab to see a multi-column display showing a summary of your references. In the left navigation pane you can see your own Groups of references as well as any Groups that other EndNote Web users have shared with you.

**FORMAT**

Once you have organized your citations, you can create a bibliography directly from Endnote Web. Multiple bibliographic styles are available including APA, MLA, Chicago, and more.

You can also download the the Cite While You Write plug-in for Microsoft Word that allows you to interact with Endnote Web while writing your paper.
A Circulation Rules Refresher

All books, government documents, textbooks, and videos are checked out at the Circulation Desk. You must bring the material and your valid picture ID card to the Circulation Desk. There is no limit to the number of items you may check out. The list below shows the loan period for each type of library material.

- **May not be checked out**
  - Reference books
  - Periodicals (individual issues)
  - 28-day Checkout, 1 Renewal
  - General Collection books
  - Government Documents
  - Juvenile, Easy & Young Adult
  - Textbooks

- **7-day Checkout, 1 Renewal**
  - Curriculum Guides
  - Videos/ DVDs
  - Music CDs
  - Other Non-print Materials

- **3-day Checkout, No Renewals**
  - Bound Periodicals
  - Reserve Materials

Check out times vary from 1 hour to 3 days—the professor decided.

There are no renewals on reserve items.

**Laptop Computers**
Available for 3 hr. checkout ($1.00 per hr. overdue fine)

**Not Finished with the Material? Renew it!**
Renewals take place at the Circulation Desk, providing that a renewal is allowed. Simply bring the item to the desk or you may renew over the phone. If you choose to renew over the phone, please have the call numbers of each item to be renewed ready. If a hold has been placed on an item, it cannot be renewed.

**Item Not on the Shelf? Place a Hold!**
If the item you need is checked out, the Circulation Staff will place a hold for you. A hold on an item prevents renewals and makes you the next borrower. To place a hold, please bring either the complete title or call number to the Circulation Desk and request a hold. You will be notified once the item is returned and you may pick up the item at the Circulation Desk.

**View Your Own Record**
Choosing "View Your Patron Record" on the library catalog allows you to see what you have checked out and any fines currently on your record.

1. Choose View Your Circulation Record. Type in your name and barcode number. Your barcode number can be found on your student id and should exclude any letters printed on the ID. Ask or call the Library Circulation Desk (x7258) to request your barcode.

2. If you have items checked out you can view them by clicking on the resulting link.

New Faces on Reference

Two new part-time staff members have joined the WSC Library this fall. Sue Buryanek and Kristin Echtenkamp are working the Reference Desk on alternating weekends. Both are familiar faces in the Wayne community.

Sue previously worked for the WSC Library during the 1990’s, and is currently the Librarian at Wayne Community Schools. She has noted that she enjoys having the opportunity to work with college students again after many years of working with younger library patrons.

Kristin is a 2006 WSC graduate, and recently completed her Master’s Degree in Library Science at the University of Missouri. She is also employed by the Omaha Public Library.